Abstract. We study the dynamics of the three-dimensional Fröhlich polaron -a quantum particle coupled to a bosonic field -in the quasi-classical regime, i.e., when the field is very intense and the corresponding degrees of freedom can be treated semiclassically. We prove that in such a regime the effective dynamics for the quantum particles is approximated by the one generated by a time-dependent point interaction, i.e., a singular time-dependent perturbation of the Laplacian supported in a point. As a byproduct, we also show that the unitary dynamics of a time-dependent point interaction can be approximated in strong operator topology by the one generated by timedependent Schrödinger operators with suitably rescaled regular potentials.
Introduction and Main Results
Point interactions, also called zero-range interactions or Fermi pseudo-potentials (see [AGH-KH] for an extensive review of the topic) have been widely studied in mathematical physics as solvable models for realistic quantum systems. By formally replacing a typically complicated interaction potential with a sum of singular distributions (Dirac deltas) supported at isolated points or on curves or surfaces, one aims at summing up all the features of the interaction in a minimal number of physical parameters (e.g., scattering length, effective range, . . . ). The models obtained by this approximation are almost exactly solvable, while the salient physical features of the original systems should be retained in the procedure. Often, however, there is no conclusive evidence of the latter assertion: despite being known that point interactions can be approximated by suitable rescaled potentials, it is not clear whether they can be derived from realistic models, in suitable physical regimes.
In this paper we would like to derive a class of zero-range models as the effective description of physical systems, with such effective description originating from a well-defined approximation that we call quasi-classical limit (see [CF, CFO] and references therein). This should clarify the importance of zero-range models in mathematical and theoretical investigations. As a by-product, we also prove that there exist lattice field quantum states in which a polaron is completely ionized (this is discussed in more detail below).
The class of zero-range models considered is the one of so-called time-dependent point interactions: solvable models with singular potentials whose "strength" changes in time. They are typically useful to investigate the ionization of a bound state by the action of a time-dependent localized interaction. In the zero-range approximation one studies the formal Hamiltonian − ∆ + "µ(t)δ(x)"
(1.1) in L 2 (R d ), and the system is assumed to be in a bound state at initial time, e.g., in the ground state, and the asymptotic probability of ionization is computed [CDFM, CD2] (see also [CCL] and [CD1] for the one-dimensional version of the same model and other time-dependent singular perturbations, respectively). As already discussed, the question whether such a minimal model does describe any physically relevant system as, for instance, a quantum particle interacting with a laser, is still an open question and precisely the one that we address in this paper. We prove that time-dependent point interactions can indeed be derived from the microscopic dynamics of a quantum particle (Fröhlich polaron) interacting with a bosonic scalar quantum field (phonon or Bose field), in suitable configurations in which the field is very intense, and the average number of carriers is much larger than one. Here, the reference scale is the value of the commutator where 1 stands for the identity operator on either L 2 (R 3 ) or Γ s (H). We have used the ε-dependent representation of the canonical commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators a ε and a † ε , i.e., a ε (ξ), a † ε (η) = ε ξ|η H .
(1.5)
The form factor λ x has the explicit form
(1.6)
The commutation relations (1.5) can be thought of as a quasi-classical rescaling of the usual relations; such rescaling is convenient to investigate the regime a † a ≫ [a, a † ] = 1, where a ♯ are the usual creation and annihilation operators. In fact, one can set a ♯ ε := √ εa ♯ , from which (1.5)
follows. Moreover, given any self-adjoint one-particle operator h on H,
where the former is written w.r.t. a # ε and the latter w.r.t. a # . The parameter ε is the quasiclassical parameter that describes the energy scale of the macroscopic phonon field, which is of order O(ε −1 ), and is assumed to be small, i.e., ε ≪ 1. This corresponds to high fieleld energies, due to the presence of a large number of excitations.
It is worth noting that in the Fröhlich polaron the quasi-classical limit is equivalent in the stationary setting, up to a suitable rescaling of time and lengths, to the strong-coupling regime. We refer to [GrWe, FS, FG, Gr, LT] for further details on the strongly coupled polaron. Note, however, that here we are studying the dynamics of the polaron and the usual strong coupling regime would lead to a different field energy (no ε −1 prefactor) and, in turn, to a field which is frozen to leading order.
Since for any x ∈ R 3 , λ x / ∈ H, H ε can be written explicitly as the above sum only as a quadratic form, acting on the form domain of the non-interacting part D[H 0 ] (see, e.g., [LT, FS, Fa3, GrWu] 
1.2. Effective dynamics. As anticipated above, we want to derive an effective dynamics generated by the formal operator (1.1), i.e., −∆ + "µ(t)δ(x)". In two or three dimensions the rigorous definition of the self-adjoint counterpart of this formal expression is not straightforward: one can not simply consider the corresponding energy form and investigate his closedness, as it is done in one dimension. The typical way to address this question (see, e.g., [AGH-KH] ) is to consider the operator −∆ restricted to functions vanishing at the origin and classify its self-adjoint extensions, which form a one-parameter family of operators {H β , β ∈ R}, given by
The interaction is thus encoded into the boundary condition φ(0) = βq, which has to be satisfied by any function in D(H β ). The action of H β on the other hand coincides with the one of −∆,
1 The spin can be easily added to the picture, however since it would make the notations more cumbersome, we avoid it. Similarly, we can include more quantum particles in the model and possibly some interaction or a trapping potential, but we consider the simplest model for the sake of clarity.
although on the regular part of the wave function φ. In particular, if φ(0) = 0, it is immediate to verify that H β φ = −∆φ and, in this respect, H β defines a self-adjoint realization of the formal expression −∆ + "µδ(x)". However, it is important to remark that the meaning of the parameter β in (1.8) is not the strength of the interaction but it is rather proportional to the scattering length, so that for instance the free operator −∆ corresponds to β = +∞. As already discussed, our main goal is thus to prove a rigorous derivation of the effective particle dynamics generated by the time-dependent operator H β(t) , with β(t) a periodic function. The existence of such a dynamics has already been studied in the literature [SY] (see also [CCF, CFT] , [DFT, Po] for further details) and it is known that, under minimal regularity assumptions on β(t), i.e. β(t) ∈ L ∞ loc (R), there exists a two-parameter unitary group U eff (t, s), t, s ∈ R, which is generated by H β(t) : for any s ∈ R and any ψ ∈ D(H β(s) ),
(1.9)
In fact, the time-evolution generated by H β(t) can be explicitly characterized: for any ψ s ∈ H 2 0 (R 3 \ {0}),
where we have denoted by U 0 (t) the unitary time-evolution generated by H 0 = −∆, and by U 0 (t; x) the corresponding integral kernel, which reads
The charge q(t) ∈ C solves the Volterra-type integral equation 12) and, in fact, is the unique solution of such an equation in the space of continuous functions. Notice that it is easy to verify heuristically that (1.10) solves the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, since
while it is much harder to derive the charge equation (1.12), which is related to the boundary condition in (1.8). The evolution U eff can be expressed as in (1.10) for any ψ s vanishing around the origin, but it can be extended to any state in L 2 (R 3 ) by density.
1.3. Main results. We now describe in more detail the quasi-classical regime. Let B ∈ B L 2 (R 3 ) be a bounded
2
. observable associated to the particle. The Heisenberg evolution of B in the microscopic dynamics is given by
Since the microscopic system describes an interaction between the particle and the phonon field, for almost all t ∈ R, B ε (t, s)
Γs(H) = 1, thus acting non-trivially on the field. However, since we are interested on a description of the subsystem consisting of the particle alone, let us take the partial expectation of B ε (t, s) with respect to some initial state of the field Ψ ε ∈ Γ s (H) at time s (to be fixed later):
Our main goal is thus to prove that in the quasi-classical limit ε → 0, B ε (t, s) converges to B(t, s)
in some topology (that turns out to be at most the strong operator topology), the latter being defined as 
( 1.17) is the Weyl operator and Ω is the ε-independent Fock vacuum vector. Our proof takes advantage of the convenient coherent structure of Ξ ε,s . The function α ε ∈ H is chosen of the following form: 18) where W ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 3 ) is resonant in the sense of Definition 1.5, and W stands for its Fourier transform, c ε (t) is a ε-uniformly bounded constant which varies with time t as 19) and σ ε > 0 is such that ε 1/6 ≪ σ ε ≪ 1.
(1.20)
We can now state our main result:
Let B be a bounded operator on L 2 (R 3 ). Let also B ε (t, s) and B(t, s) be defined as in (1.14) and (1.15), respectively. If the field is in the coherent state (1.16) at time s ∈ R, then, for any t ∈ R,
where U eff is the dynamics generated by H β(t) , with
The choice of the initial state Ξ ε,s is crucial for the derivation of the effective dynamics. Let us stress that Ξ ε,s depends on ε through the phonon field (of order √ ε), through the factor ε −1 in the argument, and additionally through α ε . This latter ε-dependence, that is new compared to other situations in which coherent states are used to investigate quasi-and semi-classical limits (see, e.g., [He, GV2, GV1, GNV, RS, Fa2] ), is chosen so that the effective potential becomes singular in the limit, due to the σ-scaling: in the language of semiclassical analysis, Ξ ε,s converges to an additive but not σ-additive cylindrical Wigner measure on the classical space of fields (see [Fa4, Fa5] for additional details on cylindrical Wigner measures).
Remark 1.3 (Field dynamics).
The effective dynamics U eff of the particle is time-dependent in the quasi-classical regime, although the original microscopic dynamics U ε generated by H ε is time-independent. The reason is clearly the interaction particle-field, which produces an entanglement of any initial product state, and gives rise to the non-trivial dynamics U eff for the particle in the limit ε → 0. One may wonder however what is the effect on the field itself of such an interaction and, as we are going to show, such an effect actually disappears as ε → 0, since in the chosen scaling the classical field undergoes an evolution which is asymptotically free: if we denote by α(t, k) the classical counterpart of the field operator, it satisfies iα(t) = α(t), or equivalently
In other words, there is no back-reaction of the particle on the field in the chosen quasi-classical scaling.
Remark 1.4 (Heisenberg evolution).
The convergence proven in (1.21) implies by duality that the effective Schrödinger dynamics on states in L 2 (R 3 ) is also given by the two-parameter unitary group U eff (t, s): in the limit ε → 0, a state ψ ∈ L 2 (R 3 ) at time s is mapped to U eff (t, s)ψ at time t.
An important step in the proof of the main Theorem above is the approximation of the effective dynamics U eff by the one generated by Schrödinger operators with suitable regular potentials. It is indeed very well known that a point interaction Hamiltonian can be obtained as the strong resolvent limit of a sequence of operators with rescaled smooth potentials: let W ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 3 ) and let 0 < σ ≪ 1; set
which is obviously self-adjoint on H 2 (R 3 ). In order to generate a point interaction, it is well-known that a zero-energy resonance must be present. Therefore, we formulate the following Definition 1.5 (Resonant potential).
• |W| 1/2 φ = 0.
Hence, if W is resonant, then −∆ + W has a zero-energy resonance. If in addition
where H β is defined in (1.8) and · − res is short for norm resolvent convergence.
Obviously, by standard results (see, e.g., [Ka, Thm. 2.16] ), the one-parameter unitary group e −iK β,σ t generated by K β,σ strongly converges to e iH β t , when σ → 0. Whether the same strong convergence holds true when β depends on time, and therefore the propagator becomes a twoparameter unitary group, is not a consequence of some general result of operator theory: there are indeed adaptations of the aforementioned results to time-dependent operators [Sl, Yo] , but they typically work only for bounded operators or in presence of a common core independent of time (which is not the case for H β(t) ). In the Theorem below we fill this gap for time-dependent point interactions. We believe this result might be of interest on its own.
Theorem 1.6 (Time-dependent point interaction dynamics).
Let β(t) ∈ C 1 (R) and H β(t) and K β(t),σ be defined as in (1.8) and (1.25), respectively, with β(t) in place of β. Let also U eff (t, s) and U σ (t, s), t, s ∈ R, be the two-parameter unitary groups generated by H β(t) and K β,σ , then
(1.28) Remark 1.7 (Many-center point interactions). The result in Theorem 1.6 is proven for a single time-dependent point interaction at the origin, but we expect that it is possible to extended it to point interactions with finitely many centers. The proof can indeed be adapted to take into account also the off-diagonal terms appearing in the time-evolution generated by a Schrödinger operator with many point interactions.
Approximation of the Effective Dynamics
The main goal of this Section is the proof of Theorem 1.6. We thus focus on the limiting dynamics described in § 1.2: as anticipated, the existence of such a dynamics was originally proven in [SY] , although later other alternative approaches have been developed to deal with the same problem (see, e.g., [Po] ). The key idea is to show that the ansatz (1.10) preserves the domain of the quadratic form associated to H β(t) , which is independent of t. Next, one has to prove that the evolved state still satisfies the boundary condition in (1.8) and therefore belongs to D(H β(t) ). This second step is easy to obtain if β(t) is regular enough: by direct inspection of the Volterra integral equation (1.12), one can indeed prove that, if β ∈ C 2 loc (R), then q ∈ C 2 loc (R) as well [SY, Thm. 1] , and it is also easy to verify that the boundary condition is satisfied. In the general case, the argument is more involved but still the existence of the dynamics, as a two-parameter unitary group, can be proven for any β ∈ L ∞ loc (R) [SY, Thm. 2 ]. An important intermediate step towards Theorem 1.6 is the approximation of the time-dependent dynamics generated by H β(t) in terms of a product of time-independent ones, in the spirit of [Yo, Thm. 1, p. 432] . The idea is to split the interval [s, t] into smaller intervals and replace in each of those the propagator of H β(t) with the one associated to H β * , β * begin the step function approximation of β(t). The proof is then divided into three parts:
• first, we show that the dynamics generated by H β * strongly converges to U eff (Lemma 2.1);
• next, we discuss the approximation of H β * and its unitary group in terms of the Schrödinger operators (1.25) with rescaled potentials W σ (Lemma 2.5);
• finally, we show that we can undo the step approximation of β(t) at the level of the dynamics generated by the approximant Schrödinger operators K β(t),σ (Lemma 2.7).
All the results are then collected at the end of the Section to complete the proof of Theorem 1.6. Let us then fix the interval [s, t), with s, t ∈ R, s < t, and divide it into n ∈ N smaller intervals
with j = 0, . . . , n − 1. Next, we define β * (t) ∈ L ∞ (R) as the step function
Thanks to [SY, Thm. 2] already mentioned above, the dynamics V n (t, s) generated by H β * exists as a two-parameter unitary group and, if the initial state ψ s at time s belongs to H 2 (R 3 \ {0}), it can be represented as in (1.10), i.e.,
where the charge q n now solves the Volterra equation
Note that V n (t, s) can be equivalently represented as
(2.6)
Proof. The idea is to prove the result for a dense subset of initial states ψ s and then extend it to the rest of the Hilbert space by density. Let us thus assume that ψ s ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 3 \ {0}), in which case the representation (2.3) holds true with q n ∈ L ∞ loc (R) solving (2.4), as proven in [SY] . By bootstrap it is however easy to see that, if q n ∈ L ∞ loc (R), then also q n ∈ W 1,1 loc (R): thanks to the properties of the Abel 1/2-operator, one has
so that the forcing term on the r.h.s. of (2.4) is in W 1,1 loc (R), as the second term on the l.h.s. of the same equation does. Clearly, this implies that the charge q n itself enjoys the same regularity. In fact, the same result can be easily obtained from the general theory of Volterra integral equations [Mi] .
Using (1.10) and (2.3), we thus get
and therefore the strong convergence of the propagators follows from the uniform convergence of the charges, for ψ s ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 3 \ {0}). Since we are on a finite interval, the latter one is equivalent to pointwise convergence of q n to q, as n → +∞, and this is what we are going to prove: taking the difference between the equations (1.12) and (2.4) and setting χ n := q − q n for short, we obtain
It follows that χ n ∈ C loc (R) (recall that both q and q n belong to W 1,1 loc (R)) is a solution of the Volterra equation
pointwise, since 10) and q n is uniformly bounded. Hence, it just remains to observe that the l.h.s. of (2.8) is invertible for t small enough, since 11) which implies that the l.h.s. of (2.8) can be rewritten as (I + J) q, with J : C loc (R) → C loc (R) and such that J C→C < 1, if t − s is small enough. Hence, we get χ n = (I + J) −1 F n , with F n → 0 and (I + J) −1 bounded from C loc (R) to C loc (R). We conclude that χ n → 0 in C loc (R), if t − s is small enough. The argument above guarantees that χ n → 0 in an interval [s, t 1 ], where t 1 is independent of n and determined only by the condition that the r.h.s. of (2.11) is strictly smaller than χ n ∞ . As such, t 1 depends only on s and β ∞ . Hence it is not difficult to see that, picking n large enough and exploiting the convergence to 0 of χ n in [s, t 1 ], it is possible to reproduce the argument in the interval [s, 2t 1 ]. A bootstrap then gives pointwise convergence to 0 of χ n in any finite interval [s, t] . In the last bootstrap, it is crucial that the considered interval is relatively compact.
By pointwise and thus uniform convergence of q n to q and (2.7), we conclude that, if
Strong convergence is then consequence of density of C ∞ 0 in L 2 (R 3 ).
We recall that for any β ∈ R, the family of operators K β,σ defined in (1.25) and given by K β,σ = −∆ + W σ (x), where −∆ + W is assumed to have a zero-energy resonance, W σ (x) = ν(σ)σ −2 W(x/σ) and ν(σ) = 1 + βσ + o(σ), converges in norm resolvent sense to H β , as σ → 0 [AGH-KH, Thm. 1.2.5]. A by-product of this result is the strong convergence of the corresponding unitary operators obtained by the piecewise approximations of β(t).
Before stating such a result, we have however to formulate a technical lemma concerning the approximation of functions evolved with e −iH β t : it is indeed obvious from the charge equation (1.12) or its approximation (2.4) that if the initial datum ψ at t = 0 is a smooth function vanishing at the origin, then it immediately develops a singular part proportional to the charge q(t) solving such equations. In other words, even though q(0) = 0, at later times this is not typically the case. However, for small times, such a singular part is L 2 -small and therefore one can approximate the evolution of ψ with an H 2 -function vanishing at 0 with a small error.
Lemma 2.2. Let χ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), such that χ(0) = 0 and χ 2 = 1. Let also β ∈ R and t 0. Then, there exists t 0 > 0 and a family of functions χ m ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), m ∈ N, vanishing at 0, such that χ m 2 χ 2 and, if t < t 0 ,
Proof. The first simple observation is that, by direct inspection of the charge equation (1.12), for any initial datum vanishing at the origin, we get
where we have simply bounded
on the r.h.s. of (1.12). Hence, we can find t 0 > 0 such that the prefactor on the l.h.s. of (2.13) is, e.g., larger than 1/2, which allows to deduce that, for any t t 0 ,
(2.14)
We claim that such a sequence satisfies (2.12). By the characterization of the operator domain, we know that χ ∈ D(H β ) and the same holds true at time t, i.e., 16) where q(t) is a solution of (1.12), φ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) and we have used a slightly different domain decomposition than the one given in (1.8): starting from the domain given there, one simply recovers the expression above adding and subtracting
and observing that
where R > 0 is a parameter to be chosen later. Next, we estimate
by (2.14) and the fact that φ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) and thus φ ∈ L ∞ (R 3 ). On the other hand,
Altogether the above estimates yield
after an optimization over R.
Before discussing the convergence of V n,σ to V n , we need one more technical result: we are going to show that a strong estimate over a dense set of the difference between the unitary evolutions generated by H β and K β,σ is sufficient to control the difference between the unitaries V n (t, s) and V n,σ (t, s) in weak sense.
Lemma 2.3. Let t 0 = s, t 1 , . . . , t n = t be a partition of the bounded interval [s, t] as in (2.1). Let φ, ψ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), with φ 2 1, ψ 2 1 and φ(0) = ψ(0) = 0. Assume that for any such ψ and τ of order 1/n there exists δ finite such that
Remark 2.4 (Dependence of the dense set). The wave functions φ and ψ in the above Lemma are chosen to vary in a dense set in L 2 (R 3 ) and the a priori estimate (2.21) might fail outside such a set, i.e., we allow for δ to diverge as ψ leaves the dense domain. This is however harmless in the rest of the proof (see in particular the proof of Theorem 1.6) since the convergence of unitary operators can always be tested on a dense subset.
Proof. The result is proved by recursion on the quantity
with t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ] and j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. For j = 0, we have t ∈ [s, t 1 ], and therefore
Let us now consider t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ]:
Now, we can apply Lemma 2.2, setting χ = e 2iH β j (t−t j ) φ, and we get a sequence of functions χ m ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) vanishing at 0 such that χ m 2 φ 2 1 and
for any m ∈ N 0 , since t − t j = O(n −1 ). In particular, if we take, e.g., m > n 15/2 , we deduce that
Hence, using the above approximation in the second term of (2.23), we get s) ) ψ | belongs to the j-th step of the recursion, and therefore
Since the last iteration in the recursion is given by j = n − 1, the desired bound is proved.
The technical results proven in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are used to prove the convergence of V n,σ (t, s) to V n (t, s), which in turn is going to play a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Lemma 2.5. For any finite t, s ∈ R and for any ψ, φ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), with ψ(0) = φ(0) = 0 and φ 2 = ψ 2 = 1, as σ → 0, with σn ≪ 1,
Proof. The idea is to use Lemma 2.3, and thus focus on estimating the quantity
Note that, by the assumptions on ψ, we also have 29) which is going to be important later. The starting point is the representation formula [Pa, Thm. 8 .3, Ch. 1] for a unitary group e −itA generated by a self-adjoint operator A: for any ψ ∈ L 2 (R 3 ), one has uniformly with respect to t on bounded intervals the following convergence in norm:
Since the vector ψ we are considering satisfies (2.29), it is possible to write a more explicit bound on the error:
where o k (1) ∈ L 2 (R 3 ) converges to zero as k → ∞ uniformly with respect to t and β on bounded
intervals. An analogous uniform estimate holds for K σ,β , therefore we deduce that
Now we claim that, given two self-adjoint operators A and B, z ∈ ρ(A) ∩ ρ(B) and k ∈ N, if there exists some δ z < +∞ such that, for any φ, ψ ∈ L 2 (R 3 ), such that ψ 2 1, φ 2 1,
The result can be proven by induction writing
and using the inequalities
in the consequent estimate
which leads to (2.34) by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, using (2.34) in (2.32), we get (keeping in mind that ψ has norm one)
Notice that we already know that such a δ n,k,σ does exist thanks to the norm resolvent convergence of K σ,β to H β stated in [AGH-KH, Thm. 1.2.5] and, more precisely, δ n,k,σ → 0, as σ → 0, for fixed n, k ∈ N. However, we are going to estimate the dependence of δ n,k,σ on the parameters n, k, and σ, showing that
In fact, the result is proven by simply tracking down in [AGH-KH, Proof of Thm. 1.2.5] the dependence of the remainders on the spectral parameter. With the same notation as in [AGH-KH] , we have (recall the definition (1.26) of ν(σ))
where the operators A σ,n , B σ,n and C σ,n are defined in (2.42) below, we have set for short
is the Green function of the Laplacian, v = |W|, u = sgn(W) |W| and φ 0 is the L 2 solution of the zero-energy equation 41) which is known to exist and being non-trivial thanks to the resonance condition, which also ensures that v|φ 0 = 0. Note that, since λ n is purely imaginary ad its modulus diverges as n, k → +∞, the Green function G λn belongs to L 2 (R 3 ) uniformly in n and k. The operators A σ,n , B σ,n and C σ,n are integral operators whose kernels are given by (see also [AGH-KH, Defs. (1.2.12) -(1.2.14)])
At fixed n and k it is not difficult to see Lemma 1.2 
.2] that
A σ,n − −− → σ→0 A n := |G λn v| , (2.45)
where u and v are meant as the multiplication operators by u and v, respectively. The convergences above can be proven in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Note that the operator B is independent of n and k.
In order to estimate the difference between the resolvent we use (2.38) and (2.39) to write
.
Note that the quantity β + √ λn π is invertible because
for any k, n. Terms (1) and (2) above are the easiest to bound and can in fact bounded in the very same way: since however the bound requires an estimate of the norm of B σ,n , which is also involved in term (3), we start from this last one. By (2.45) and (2.46),
where we have used that G λn 2 C|λ n | −1/4 . The estimate of the last factor can essentially be done as in [AGH-KH, Lemma 1.2.4]: expanding around σ = 0, we get
for some 0 θ 1 , θ 2 1 and the remainder o(σ) in the first term is uniform in n. If we plug the above expansion in the expression of B σ,n , we deduce
where we have estimated the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (recall that V is smooth and compactly supported).
Acting as in [AGH-KH, eqs. (1.2.45) -(1.2.47)], we thus obtain
where however we have to require that
to ensure that all the remainders tend to 0. Note that the above convergence in particular implies that
The final estimate of (3) is thus
Let us now consider the terms (1) and (2) and, since the argument is the same, let us focus on (1). A direct inspection of [AGH-KH, Lemma 1.2.2] reveals that the Hilbert-Schmidt convergence of A σ,n to A n is in fact uniform in n and k. More precisely, the dependence on λ n can be easily scaled out: by setting y = |λ n |x and y ′ = |λ n |x ′ , one has Moreover, by the very same scaling argument, one can also easily show that
Therefore, using (2.53) and the above estimates, we obtain
which combined with (2.54) yields (2.37). Hence, (2.26) becomes
If we finally choose k = n for simplicity, we deduce
and plugging this in (2.22), we get for any φ, ψ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) vanishing at the origin and normalized,
Finally, we address the approximationà la Yoshida for the group generated by the approximant operators K β,σ (t). We thus define the unitary operator V n,σ (t, s) analogously to (2.5), with K β j ,σ in place of H β j , i.e., for any s, t ∈ R,
where the slicing of the interval [s, t] is given by (2.1) and we recall the definition (1.25) of the operator K β,σ (t). Before addressing the main question, it is useful to state one more technical Lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let β, β ′ ∈ R finite and 0 τ < 1. Let also ψ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), with |ψ(0)| = 0 and ψ 2 1. Then,
(2.60)
Proof. Since at time τ = 0 the l.h.s. of (2.60) vanishes, it is sufficient to estimate its time derivative:
so that
(2.62)
Next, we estimate the norm on the r.h.s. of expression above. We are going to apply Gronwall lemma and therefore we first bound the quantity at time τ = 0: since ψ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) and ψ vanishes at the origin, 63) thanks to the compactness of the support of V . If we now set ψ τ := e −iK β ′ ,σ τ ψ for short, we can estimate 64) since e τ − 1 4τ , for τ 1, and
Hence, (2.62) yields
which implies the result.
We are now in position to prove the last estimate on the Yoshida approximation for the dynamics generated by K β(t),σ .
Lemma 2.7.
Let W be resonant in the sense of Definition 1.5. Let also t, s ∈ R and σ 1, and ψ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ), with ψ(0) = 0 and ψ 2 = 1. Then, for all n → ∞, σ → 0 such that σ √ n is uniformly bounded, and t−s n < 1,
Proof. Since at time t = s the l.h.s. of (2.65) vanishes, it is sufficient to estimate its time derivative: for τ ∈ [t j , t j+1 ], j = 0, . . . , n − 1,
by differentiability of β(t) and the fact that t j+1 − t j ∝ n −1 . Now, we estimate the norm on the r.h.s. of expression above. We are going to apply Gronwall lemma and therefore we first bound the quantity at time τ = s, using (2.63): if we set ψ τ := V σ,n (τ, s)ψ for short, we can estimate, for τ ∈ [t j , t j+1 ], j = 0, . . . , n − 1,
, which implies, via the Gronwall lemma,
(2.68) since e τ −t j − 1 4 (τ − t j ), for τ − t j 1. Next, we claim that, for any j = 0, . . . , n − 1,
We proceed iteratively, using (2.68) j times, to obtain
Hence, we deduce that for all τ ∈ [t j , t j+1 ],
Therefore, we also get σ sup i∈{0,...,j}
i.e., if we set a j := σ sup i∈{0,...,j} W σ ψ t i 2 , we obtain the recursive relation
which implies
where
Therefore, (2.69) holds under the assumption that σ √ n is uniformly bounded as σ → 0 and n → ∞.
Using (2.69) in (2.71), we also have, for any j = 0, . . . , n−1, and provided that σ √ n is uniformly bounded,
Hence going back to (2.68), we obtain 74) and the result then follows.
We now complete the proof of the main result in this Section.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The idea is to prove the result in three steps: we first replace U eff (t, s) with its Yoshida approximants; the resulting dynamics is then generated by a time-independent point interaction and, as such, can be approximated by V n,σ (t, s), i.e., the dynamics generated by K β j ,σ in the corresponding interval; finally, we undo the step function approximation of β(t) and obtain U σ (t, s).
To prove strong convergence of unitary operators, it is sufficient to prove weak convergence on a dense subset. This can be easily proved as follows. Let V n
that converges to zero as n → ∞, since m can be chosen arbitrarily large. Hence, it is sufficient to prove the convergence for all ψ, φ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) such that ψ(0) = φ(0) = 0. Now, for ψ, φ ∈ H 2 (R 3 ) such that ψ(0) = φ(0) = 0, and for all t, s ∈ R with s < t:
and, using the results proven in Lemmas 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7, respectively, we get
provided that σn ≪ 1, σ √ n is uniformly bounded, and n is big enough such that t−s n < 1. If we now pick
the above conditions are satisfied, and
Convergence of Fluctuations
In this Sect. we prove the quasi-classical convergence, in strong topology, of the unitary operator of microscopic coherent quantum fluctuations, perturbing the quasi-classical solution. The key idea is to use coherent states that, in the quasi-classical limit, are "singular enough" to produce an effective point interaction. The strong convergence of fluctuations is sufficient to prove the strong convergence of evolved particle observables given in Theorem 1.1. Let us start with some preliminary definitions and remarks.
The operator of fluctuations for coherent states is defined as follows. Let W ε ( αε iε ) be the Weyl operator appearing in the definition of Ξ ε (recall (1.16)). Then, the operator of microscopic fluctuations Z ε (t, s) is defined by
where α ε (τ ) = e −iτ α ε . Its strong limit for ε → 0, of which we prove the existence, is the operator of quasi-classical fluctuations Z(t, s), defined by
where dΓ(1) stands for the number operator defined in terms of the unscaled creation and annihilation operators a † , a (recall (1.7)). Therefore, Z is a factorized unitary operator on the full space H, and its factorization is due to the chosen scaling in H ε , that guarantees no quasi-classical back-reaction on the field. The relation between the fluctuation operators Z ε (t, s), Z(t, s) and the full Heisenberg evolution of a particle observable B can be derived as follows. Let B be a bounded particle operator, acting on L 2 (R 3 ), and let B ε (t, s) and B(t, s) be the associated microscopic and quasi-classical Heisenberg evolved operators as defined in (1.13) and (1.14), respectively, then, for any t, s ∈ R and any ψ ∈ L 2 (R 3 ),
If we now plug in the definition of Z and Z ε and use (1.16), we can write 
which, combined with (1.7), i.e., ε −1 dΓ ε (1) = dΓ(1), implies, for any particle operator A,
and we omit the dependence on t and s of Z(t, s) and Z ε (t, s) for convenience. If we now exploit the identity
in the expression above, we deduce that
4 B B ψ 2 Ω Γs (Z − Z ε )ψ ⊗ Ω H .
(3.4)
The estimate (3.4) makes apparent the link between the Heisenberg evolution of the observable B and the fluctuation operators Z ε , Z. More precisely, the convergence stated in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to show strong convergence of the fluctuation operator Z ε to Z, which we are going to prove in next Proposition 3.1. Note that a similar quasi-classical limit of coherent state fluctuations has been studied (with less singular coherent states that do not carry any ε-dependence on the classical solution α) for the renormalized Nelson model in [GNV] .
Finally, for later purposes, let us remark that the form factor λ x (k) = e ik·x k has the following important property, as first remarked in [LT] :
(3.5)
λ <,x ∈ L ∞ (R 3 ; H) ; (3.6)
( 3.7) 3.1. Strong convergence. In order to prove strong convergence of Z ε , we make use of an intermediate auxiliary operator Z σ (t, s) = U σ (t, s) ⊗ e −idΓ(1)(t−s) , (3.8) with σ = σ ε properly chosen, i.e., such that 9) and where U σ is the two-parameter group defined in § 2, and generated by K β(t),σ . The precise result is given in the following Before proving the above result, let us give some preparatory lemmas. The first one is a wellknown result about Weyl operators (for an explicit proof, see, e.g., [Fa1] ). For the last property, it is useful to remark that α ε (k; t) is by construction a rapidly decaying function in Schwartz class and therefore its scalar product by any polynomial, as, e.g., √ k 2 + 1, is always bounded. Another useful result is the weak differentiability of Z ε in a suitable dense domain.
Lemma 3.3.
The operator Z ε (t, s) is weakly differentiable, with respect to both t ∈ R and s ∈ R, on D[H 0 ]. The weak derivatives have the following form: i∂ t Z ε (t, s) = L ε (t)Z ε (t, s) ,
where L ε (t) t∈R is the family of operators L ε (t) = −∆ + 2Re λ x |α ε (t) H + a ε (λ x ) + a † ε (λ x ) + 1 ε dΓ ε (1) . Proof. Using Lemma 3.2 and the definition of Z ε (t, s), it is easy to see that it is possible to differentiate with respect to both t and s the quantity explicit form of the derivative is given using again Lemma 3.2, the action as translations of Weyl operators when acting on creation and annihilation operators, and the equation for the time derivative of α ε , i.e., i∂ t α ε (t) = α ε (t).
The two final preparatory results are essentially Gronwall-type estimates for the time-evolved expectation of the Laplace operator.
Lemma 3.4.
